
 

 

The following are important requirements that apply to ALL photographs taken: 
  
    Take the pictures in daylight hours when the color of the graphics looks the most vibrant 
and true. 
    Be sure that there are no shadows covering any of the graphics when you photograph. It is 
okay if there is some shadows on parts of the car where there are no decals. 
    Be sure that when you take the picture, you take it from the most direct, straight, and level 
position possible. Although the graphics of the car are 2D, the car is essentially a 3D object, 
and in order to produce the best decals possible, the photos taken have to appear as 2D as 
possible (meaning, no angles and get down to the level of the graphics being photographed, 
don't take the picture if you're standing above them and looking down). 
    Make sure that the part of the car being photographed fills the entire frame of the 
photograph, which means you will be getting as close to the car as possible to keep the 
graphic within the frame. 
    We do not recommend zoom, you should get the camera as physically close as possible 
and you may want to use the "macro" setting of the camera (if it has one) as this usually will 
capture fine details better when close up. 
    Be sure your camera is set to take the highest resolution images possible. When we enlarge 
these to get the details, low resolution images become very grainy and unusable. 
  
    List of the photographs we need: 
1)  A picture of the entire driver's side of the car. 
2)  A picture of the entire passenger's side of the car. 
3)  A picture of the entire front of the car. 
4)  A picture of the entire rear of the car. All of the above images will be used to insure proper 
distancing of the decals as well as duplicate the lighting and other details if you are having us 
do a complete custom model. 
5)  A picture of EACH word on the car. If, for example, the town or city name is two words, 
each word should be photographed separately. This should be done for ALL sides of the car. 
6)  A picture of EACH of the non-word graphics (badges, city logo, flags, ect.) that may be on 
the car. 
7)  If there is a picture or badge on the car that was photographed above, we also need 
extreme close ups. 
8)  Be sure to photograph any front and rear license plates at extreme close up so that we can 
also duplicate that for you 
 

When you send your pictures via email, please put them as an 
attachment in the email. If you need to send more than one email that 
is fine.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Some examples of what your pictures should look like;

 


